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• Societal shifts

• Cultural changes

• The digital age

• Globalization

• Inequality

A radically new leadership landscape



Leadership at work isn’t just about work. 

It’s about life.



• Explore what it means to lead with impact across all domains

• Understand how to pursue four-way wins in your real world

• Assess alignment of your actions with your values 

• Rate your satisfaction and performance in all four domains of life

• Generate plan for creating sustainable change

Improving performance in all parts of life



Take the four-way view

Importance
Focus of 

Attention

Satisfaction
1 = Not at all 

10 = Completely

Performance
1 = Poor

10 = Excellent

Work / Career

Home / Family

Community / 
Society

Self (mind, 
body, spirit)

100% 100%



• Consequences of the choices you make about your focus 

of attention at work, home, community, and self?

• Greatest challenge – besides time – in creating harmony?

• Ideas for better aligning what’s important with everyday 

actions to improve satisfaction and performance.

Coaching exchange on your four-way view
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Why are you here?
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Be Real

Act with authenticity by 
clarifying what’s important



• Provides direction, guides action

• Brings stability by focusing attention

• Gives sense of purpose and meaning

• Generates enthusiasm

The power of a leadership vision?  It inspires!

A compelling 
image of an 

achievable future

• Rooted in past, focused on future

• Passionate, hopeful, inclusive

• Personally meaningful to your life

• A day in the life – your impact and legacy





Your leadership vision

• Is it a compelling image of achievable future? 

• Is it inspiring?  

• What’s missing?



Four circles – are your values compatible across domains?

www.myfourcircles.com

https://jfe.qualtrics.com/form/SV_eKyfFyoYTxkbbet
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Be Whole

Act with integrity by 
respecting the whole person



Who are the most important 
people in your life?

How do they fit with your 
values and vision?



Work Home Community Self

Spirit

Relaxation

Physical

Emotional

Stakeholder expectations 1: outside in view
Your most important people, what they expect of you, 
and  how well you are meeting their expectations.

www.totalleadership.org

http://www.totalleadership.org/


Work Home Community

Stakeholder expectations 2: inside out view
What you expect of them and how well they are doing 
in meeting your expectations.



Stakeholder performance gaps

Outside-in view: 

How well you are 
meeting their
expectations

Inside-out view:

How well they are 
meeting your
expectations

1=poorly 1=poorly10=well 10=well

Can you change 
something in 

another domain 
that will help to 
close the gap in 

this one?



Stakeholder dialogues: build trust and gain support 
for moving toward your vision.
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Be Innovative

Act with creativity by 
continually experimenting





Experiments: innovations to produce four-way wins

• Increase results, satisfaction of stakeholder expectations

• Mobilize support to achieve goals that matter

• Find new ways of creating mutual value among domains
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Indirect impact, through ripple effects…



…or direct impact on 
all domains at once.  



Big change = accumulation of small wins

• Move down a path you choose

• Break it down into concrete, measurable chunks

• Act on what’s under your control

• Build momentum and confidence

• Get others involved and reduce resistance

• Discover how much freedom you have



Tracking 
and 

Reflecting

Planning 
and 

Organizing

Rejuvenating 
and      

Restoring  

Appreciating       
and        

Caring

Focusing      
and 

ConcentratingRevealing 
and 

Engaging

Time-shifting 
and                

Re-placing

Delegating 
and 

Developing 

Exploring 
and 

Venturing 



Total Leadership experiments
Tracking and Reflecting

Keeping record of activity, thoughts, and feelings (and in some cases distributing it) to assess progress on goals, 
increasing self-awareness and maintaining priorities. 

Planning and Organizing

Taking new actions to better use time and plan by, for example, using a new tool for organizing, creating “to do” 
lists that involve all domains, or engaging in new career planning. 

Rejuvenating and Restoring  

Attending to body, mind, and spirit so that life tasks are undertaken with renewed power, focus, and commitment.

3
1

Appreciating and Caring

Having fun with people (e.g., by doing things typically outside of work with co-workers), caring for others, and 
appreciating relationships as a way of bonding at a basic human level. 

Focusing and Concentrating

Trying to be physically or psychologically present when needed to pay attention to those who matter most. This 
might mean saying “no” to opportunities or obligations. 

Revealing and Engaging

Sharing more of your self with others – and listening – so they can better support both your values and the steps you 
want to take toward realizing your leadership vision. 

Time-shifting and Re-placing

Working remotely or during different hours to increase flexibility and thus better fit community, family, and self 
activities while increasing efficiencies.

Delegating and Developing 

Re-allocating tasks in ways that increase trust, free up time, and develop skills in self and others; working smarter 
by reducing and/or eliminating low-priority activities. 

Exploring and Venturing 

Taking steps toward starting a new job, career, or other activity that better aligns your work, family, community 
and/or self domains with your core values and aspirations. 



Game plan

• Basic idea for your experiment 

• Assistance, advice, information you need

• Obstacles and assets

• How this is innovative for you



Scorecard

Goals
Intended impact 

Metrics
How assess progress

Making It Happen
Action steps

Work / Career

Home / Family

Community /
Society

Self



• Describe your game plan and why you are excited about it.

• Coach, ask: 

• Is it a four-way win?

• What’s the next action?

• How can I help you?

Coaching exchange on your experiment



Serve their interests!

Are people around you benefitting 
from your experiment?
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Reflect and Grow



From one-way to four-way wins

Four-Way WinsOne-Way Wins

Performance and 
Satisfaction 

Sacrificed in One 
or More Domains

Performance and 
Satisfaction 

Sacrificed in One 
or More Domains

Good Performance 
and Satisfaction 
in All Domains

Missed 
Opportunities 

to Capture Value 
Across Domains

Mined 
Opportunities 

to Capture Value 
Across Domains

Conflict Harmony







The practice of Total Leadership – a means for change

Be Real
Act  with 

authenticity

Be Whole
Act with 
integrity

Be Innovative
Act with    

creativity

• Fake
• Unfocused
• Rootless

• Fragmented
• Resentful
• Overwhelmed

• Stagnant
• Apathetic
• Pessimistic

• Genuine
• Purposeful
• Grounded

• Connected
• Supported
• Resilient

• Curious
• Engaged
• Optimistic



Mutual gains for performance + satisfaction in all domains

Not “either/or” but “both and more”

Benefits to 
work / career

Benefits to 
the rest of life



Results

Importance (%)

Pre           Post

Attention (%)

Pre             Post

Δ Satisfaction (%)

Pre to Post

Δ Performance (%)

Pre to Post

Work / Career 34            32 56 44 +21 +8

Home / Family 34            34 23 28 +27 +14

Community / 
Society

12            14 7               11 +31 +11

Self (mind, 
body, spirit)

20           20 14 17 +39 +22

What’s important 
doesn’t change much

over four months.

But focus of 
attention shifts from

Work …

…as satisfaction 
increases in all, 
especially Self...

…and performance 
increases in all 
domains, too.  



Be a better leader, have a richer life

• Create sustainable change to improve performance in all parts of life

• Aim to score four-way wins

• Principles for action:

• Be real – act with authenticity

• Be whole – act with integrity

• Be innovative – act with creativity

• Reflect and grow…



Leading the Life You Want

• Significant achievement results from action to use your talents 

to make the world somehow better, striving to help others.

• Accomplishment in career comes not at the expense of the rest 

of life, but because of these other commitments.

• You can develop the skills you need to lead the life you want.  

Available free as four-week course on Coursera. 



Thank you!


